
     

 

MANFRED BRECKER 
4430 LIVE OAK BLVD 

DELRAY BEACH FL.33445 

   

December 11, 2018 

Delaire Country Club                                            VIA FAX 499 8625 

4645 Cedar Lane 

Delray Beach Fl. 33445 

Attention: Judy Singer Chair of Grievance Committee  

Dear Ms. Singer 

Pursuant to Article XII of the Delaire Country Club’s Inc. By-Laws, this letter is a Formal Complaint 

from this mandatory member and partial owner of Delaire Country Club Inc. against club member 

Arthur Newman for endangering the welfare, safety, harmony, decorum or good reputation of the 

Club or otherwise interferes with the pleasant, friendly and congenial social relationships between 

members. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE ATTACK AND VIOLENCE PERPETRATED AGAINST ME 

On December 9, 2018 at the Delaire “Town Hall Meeting” Arthur Newman Ex-Officio moved the 

microphone around the room to be used by attendees during the questioning session moderated by 

Mark Zucker.  During my question and having been recognized by the moderator Arthur Newman 

handed me the microphone to use during my questioning.  I was in an orderly discussion with the 

moderator when without warning Newman attacked me forcing the microphone out of my hand in 

a violent struggle unprovoked by me and without warning. I was in shock and startled by the sudden 

angry attack by a man that was completely out of control with while trying desperately to keep the 

microphone and my conversation in tack with Mark Zucker. 

Losing the  microphone struggle while  trying to regain my composure, he walked away from my 

chair waving the microphone over his head yelling in a Temper Tantrum mode  “who likes his web site 

who hates his web site”. I was embarrassed to say the least and in shock remaining steadfast in my seat 

afraid to move. People in back of my chair gave me uncomplimentary rejoinders which surprised me; 

they too were witnessing the mayhem created by Newman’s violence. Surprisingly some people were 

responding in a positive mode to his wild screaming remarks which made matters even worse. Mark 
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Zucker lost control of the meeting; people were leaving the room without the meeting being officially 

closed due to the wild scene by a mad man completely out of control, having lost it. 

To my surprise there were people that were responding positively to his tirade, making negative 

remarks against my sponsored website, uttering like little children in a chorus “we hate it.” That is 

“irrefutable confirmation” that the membership has been pre- programmed against me and my 

family over a long period by the administrators of the Club. Having differences with the 

governance of the club in the past and at present time is part of the AMERICAN way and my right of 

Freedom of Speech that I fought for as a veteran of World War II, giving me that earned right. 

Newman has been negatively campaigning against my defending myself from an unfair illegal one 

(1) year suspension with continued membership costing $36,000. Under normal conditions such a 

vulgar display would have been rejected by reasonable people had they not been pre-programed. 

Such abnormalities illustrates that the Board has created a situation that will be very difficult to 

overcome long after the litigation has been settled. This incident amongst others establishes our claim 

of IRREPARABLE DAMAGES. 

That said, the complaint against Arthur Newman does not end here. It is an established fact that 

Newman hearing the child-like chorus responses favoring his demented anger emboldens him and 

he returned to my chair for another verbal demented attack which was witnessed by Mark Zucker 

and Andy Lynette, Mark sitting next to me and Andy across from me. He hovered on top of me while 

I remained dumbstruck, yelling and foaming from the mouth for me to meet him outside to battle it 

out, calling me an asshole during his tirade to settle whatever he found so distasteful that got him so 

out of control. I responded telling him to get away from me stating that I will be charging him with a 

grievance. He did not stop he was even more threatening and more out-of-control and finally I belief 

others pulled him away. I remarked to Mark Zucker and to Andy that I never saw such a crazy man 

that he needs anger management and that this type of occurrence needed to be severely dealt with 

regardless his having been a past President etc. That was still not the end there was to be more to 

come.  

He once again re-established his presence yelling “I apologize in public, I apologize” still in the same 

shouting tone of voice.  He then made another advance toward my chair which I still did not leave, 

being very nervous and frightened that this was going to end badly for me.  He approached my chair 

not in a consoling tone, screaming foaming from the mouth “I apologize, I apologize”. I told him I was 

not accepting the apology, it was beyond an apology and to get away from my chair. 

The Grievance Committee must treat this Attack on me as an attack on all members. Filing a 

grievance complaint against a member who was a previous president is a significant matter. The 

incident was witnessed by many, dismissing the complaint with the presented evidence establishes 

Selective Enforcement. Not administering the maximum sentence is unacceptable. Karpel has chosen 

a one (1) year sentence for me and Arthur Newman was instrumental in evoking it. Justice is now 
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demanding the same for Arthur Newman that has destroyed civility amongst other by-law violations 

at Delaire. Anything contrary will not be acceptable and will preserve my right to protest. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

MANFRED  BRECKER 
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